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Fold...crease...smile! Add joy and memorability to any bathroom with an artfully-folded roll of toilet

paper. Learn to make snow-capped mountains, shooting stars and swimming swans; palm trees,

tropical fish, and ships at sea; fantastic fans, flowers and foliage; birthday cakes, candles and

bows--plus assorted holiday and hospitality motifs. Toilet Paper Origami on a Roll is a whimsical

way to brand a business, make a hotel distinctive, or surprise your friends and family. It&apos;s a

perfect potty-training reward for toddlers, and a delight for anyone. Illustrated with more than 300

black and white photographs, step-by-step instructions teach 32 fanciful designs for styling the end

of a toilet paper roll.
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When I was in my early teens, I took an advanced origami course at the adult night school offered

by a local college. We used what was, at the time, considered standard origami paper, perfectly

square pieces colored on one side with a nice smooth hand, but not glossy. I enjoyed it then, but

haven't really thought much about it since, until I saw this book while browsing at my favorite

Marketplace.I think what intrigued me the most was the question of how the author would present

her instructions, followed closely by the question of whether the designs would actually work. Could

I honestly accomplish designs as featured on the cover, a complex bow, just by reading a manual? I

suppose I could have just taken a Look Inside, since  features that function for this title, but I didn't. I

just went for it, probably because of the reasonable price.I am so glad that I bought this book!



Sometimes it's the little things in life that have the most potential to be uplifting. To me, surprising

the other members of my family with the design from the cover of this book is just one of those little

things that has brought a few giggles and a little extra joy to the day.Today I made my very first

(ever) fancy on-the-roll toilet paper origami design from the book. I chose the cover picture, the

fancy bow that resembles the type usually made of ribbon and used to adorn little girls' locks or a

fabulously wrapped gift. The instructions were simple, easy to follow, and worked well to allow me to

create a design identical to the one pictured. And, I got it right on the first try, despite a bit of initial

skepticism.
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